RETAIL LINES UK

RETAIL FORMATS

BEANS

GROUND

Our range of whole
coffee beans are
perfect for the home
coffee enthusiast
with a grinder.
Available in 250g gram
bags, the beans have
been vacuum packed
for freshness.

Ground to the perfect
coarseness for a
delicious filter-Moka
or drip coffee, our
ground beans are
available in a 250g tin
or pack. Vacuum
packed to maintain
freshness.

Nespresso©*
COMPATIBLE
CAPSULES

NESCAFÉ® DOLCE GUSTO®*
COMPATIBLE CAPSULES

COMPOSTABLE
ESE PAPER PODS

Kimbo’s Nespresso
compatible Capsules
are simple and easy to
use. Every capsule
contains 5.5 grams of
coffee deliciously
intense Neapolitan
blends.

The Kimbo range of Dolce Gusto
coffee capsules recently won the
Quality Award 2020. This prize is
awarded by Italian consumers,
who test and judge the quality of
certain products, through rigorous
performance tests conducted by
specialized labs.

Good coffee is an art and we at Kimbo have
sealed this in to our ESE paper pod.
Our new formula gives your cutomers the
ability to prepare a perfect creamy
espresso at home just like you would have
at the coffee bar.
These pods are now also certified
compostable

GROUND & BEANS

NAPOLI

INTENSO

AROMA GOLD

As good as coffee at a
bar in Naples.
With its intense flavour
and long-lasting
crema, Napoli is the
ultimate of coffees.
This is the most
authentic
interpretation of an all
Neapolitan art.

Rich with a full
character. Italianstyle roasting and
a penetrating
aroma give this
blend its
characteristic
intensity.

Delicate and
pleasant.
An extraordinary
blend of 100%
fine Arabica
from Central
and South
America.
A delicate
flavour and
tantalizing
aroma.

PACK SIZE GROUND:
Soft Pack
20x250g
Tin
12x250g

PACK SIZE:
Soft Pack

PACK SIZE GROUND:
Soft Pack
20x250g
Tin
12x250g

100% Arabica

20x250g

PACK SIZE BEANS:
Soft Pack
12x250g

PACK SIZE BEANS:
Soft Pack
12x250g

PACK SIZE BEANS:
Soft Pack
12x250g
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GROUND

ANTICA EXPORT

BIO

DECAF

The original
Kimbo blend: a
blend with a
delicious flavour
roasted in the
typical age-old
tradition of
Naples. The
product that
Kimbo has
always exported
worldwide.

A perfect balance between
sweetness & acidity, BIO
has a beautifully strong
floral aroma with delightful
hints of almonds & spices.
This blend gives a definite
sweetness to the espresso
with a pleasant after-taste.
Accredited by both
FairTrade & Organic, we are
proud that BIO is a winner
of a 2015 Caterer Product
Excellence Award.

One of the best decaf
espressos on offer
today
preserving the rich
aroma and full flavour
of classic espresso.
The authentic pleasure
of coffee whenever you
want: full-bodied
flavour, penetrating
aroma, but with no
caffeine.

PACK SIZE:
Soft Pack - 20x250g

PACK SIZE:
Soft Pack – 6x180g

PACK SIZE:
Soft Pack - 20x250g

ORGANIC & FAIRTRADE
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Nespresso©* COMPATIBLE CAPSULES
Nespresso is a trademark of a third party without any link to Kimbo

NAPOLI

INTENSO

BARISTA

100% Arabica

A blend of
the finest
Arabica and
Robusta
beans.
Wellbalanced,
full-bodied
and sweet,
with pleasant
floral and
fresh baked
biscuits
notes.

A dark
roasted
coffee,
typical of the
Neapolitan
tradition.
Intense
aroma with a
full body and
a lingering
aftertaste
with notes of
dark
chocolate.

A delicious
100% Arabica
coffee.
Its exquisite
aroma evokes
fresh flowers,
balanced by a
subtle note of
toasted bread

PACK SIZE
10x10x5.5gm

PACK SIZE
10x10x5.5gm

PACK SIZE
10x10x5.5gm
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Nespresso©* COMPATIBLE CAPSULES
Nespresso is a trademark of a third party without any link to Kimbo

BIO

LUNGO INTENSO

ORGANIC & FAIRTRADE

Perfect balance
between
sweetness and
acidity, floral
aroma with hints
of almonds and
spices. Organic
coffee from
Nicaragua, Peru,
Tanzania and India

DECAF

100% Arabica
coffee beans
from Brazil,
Colombia and
Rwanda, for an
espresso Lungo
with a balance
between
sweetness and
nice acidity. The
typical Italian
roast enhances
biscuits and
caramel notes

PACK SIZE
10x10x5.5gm

One of the best decaf
espressos on offer
today, preserving the
rich aroma and full
flavour of classic
espresso.
Great balance of
sweetness and body
with a persistent
crema, giving a superb
in cup experience.

PACK SIZE
10x10x5.5gm
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10x10x5.5gm
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KIMBO Compostable ESE PAPER PODS

NAPOLI

BARISTA

DECAF

100% Arabica

A refined blend
resulting from a
selection of the best
coffee plantation. The
medium roasting
level creates an
absolute fine
equilibrium between
sweetness, acidity
and body, crafting a
persistent hints of
hazelnut finish.

A delicate blend of
Arabica varieties
characterized by a
medium body and a fine
acidity. A floral
fragrance is balanced by
a sensation of toasted
bread and predominant
almond notes.
Persistent citrus
aftertaste concludes its
sensorial peculiarity.

PACK SIZE
15x8x7g

A defined and balanced
product designed with a
wise selection of South
American and Indian
coffee beans,
appropriately
decaffeinated preserving
all its sensory
peculiarities. Each sip
evokes hints of dried
chestnuts accompanied
by slightly sweet-acidic
notes..

PACK SIZE
15x8x7g

PACK SIZE
15x8x7g
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NESCAFÉ® DOLCE GUSTO®* COMPATIBLE CAPSULES
*NESCAFÉ® DOLCE GUSTO® is a trademark of a third party without any link to Kimbo

NAPOLI

PACK SIZE
16X6X7g

A selection of finest Arabica coffees
from Central and South America
balanced by a touch of Robusta
from Asia. Balanced, full-bodied,
sweet with pleasant floral hints and
freshly baked cookies.

INTENSO

ARMONIA

100% ARABICA

PACK SIZE
16X6X7g

PACK SIZE
16X6X7g

A dark roasted coffee, typical
of the Neapolitan tradition.
Intense and toasted aroma.
Full body and persistent
aftertaste with notes of dark
chocolate.

Excellent blend of 100% Arabica
coffee, from South American
and Central Africa. Elegant
aroma and fresh flowers hint,
perfectly balanced by a sweet
sensation of toasted bread.

NESCAFÉ® DOLCE GUSTO®* COMPATIBLE CAPSULES
*NESCAFÉ® DOLCE GUSTO® is a trademark of a third party without any link to Kimbo

CAPPUCCINO NAPOLI

CORTADO

PACK SIZE
16X4X7g

PACK SIZE
16X4X7g

The body of the Neapolitan espresso is
combined with the creaminess of the milk.
Enjoy an intense cappuccino, perfect as the
one of the bar.

A coffee based drink born from the widespread
practice in Latin America of adding a "drop" of hot
milk to espresso. A delicate taste, ideal even after
dinner

CAFFÈ AL GINSENG

PACK SIZE
16X4X7g

A ginseng coffee with a sweet, balanced taste
and intense caramel notes. The perfect way to
start the day with the right amount of energy
and sweetness

NEW Kimbo “Capri” Sparkling Coffee

 Kimbo Sparkling Coffee is a non alcoholic
sparkling coffee-based soft drink, to be
serve chilled.
 Suggested preparation: in a high
tumbler glass with ice and fresh
lemon
 Alternatively used as a mixer ,
great with Di Sarrono / Kahlua /
Tia Maria / Bourbon
 Main flavour: Coffee
 Main ingredient: real coffee
(filter brewed) Caffeine content:
100mg (half espresso content)
 Case Size: 24 x 250ml

NEW Kimbo “In Cup”

An in cup coffee solution using our new freshly ground
filter coffee blend instead of instant providing a
superior quality cup of freshly brewed coffee with
ease and speed of service using the innovative lid with
built-in filter.
Due to ease of use and clean nature this product is
extremely versatile it can be in a number of sectors
including.
 Travel (airlines, trains, cruise ships )
 Convenience retail (petrol stations, shops)
 Event catering (stadia, concerts)
 Workplace ( single use to stop the spread of
infection)
 Retail (multi packs sold in retail for home use)
 Offer “Take away” with minimum effort and ease if
service
Case Size: 12oz pre filled cup & filter lid x 150

